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Greetings!
Another Dragon Con has come and gone, and we

had a blast as usual.  We stayed at the Marriott,
which is where the dealer’s room, exhibition hall, and
art show are.  Most of the panels and other events
are at the Hyatt next door, but (this is embarrassing) I
forgot to make a hotel reservation until the night
before we left!  I was amazed we got a room at all,
actually.  

Anyway, we had lots of fun – Sue Ellen concentrat-
ed on the Lord of the Rings and Buffy stuff, and I
concentrated on the Trek and auction stuff, and
Katrina concentrated on making it known that she did
not want to spend the weekend in a stroller.  I got to
chat with Trek actor Vaughn Armstrong, who plays
the admiral on Enterprise, and who has played many
other characters on several of the other series.  I also
got to see Chase Masterson, best known as Leeta
the Dabo girl on DS9, host an auction and eventually
sell herself (well, just for a date).  There was tons
more to do, far more than I’m going to type up here –
if you think this sounds fun, you should go next year!

By the time you read this, Halloween will be
approaching, and I want to make sure that none of
you miss our club party!  Every once in a while, the
calendar allows us to have our party on Halloween
night, and this year is one of those years.  We’ll have
tons of snacks, drinks, scary movies, games and
prizes, and we’ll cap it off with a trick-or-treat tour of
my neighborhood in costume.  If you’ve never gone
trick or treating with a couple of dozen adults in cos-
tume, you’re missing out on some great fun.  Please
join us on October 31, 7 p.m. until very late!

As you probably all know by now, in addition to my
duties as your chapter commanding officer, I’m the
chairman of the Starfleet International Conference
2004, which will be held at the Birmingham Marriott
on July 29 through August 1, next year.  We’ve
planned a full weekend of activities for all ages,
including a trip to Vulcan and the McWane center,
two Star Trek guests, and fun and educational events
all weekend.  We’re also looking for a person to be a
staff head, of our Transportation department.  This
person would be responsible for organizing trans-
portation of our guests who will be flying in or driving
in on bus lines, getting them to the hotel and back to
their terminal.  If you’re interested, please contact
me.

You’ve no doubt noticed that the club treasury is
very healthy, due to a bunch of renewals and a very
successful garage sale.  Because of this, I’m going to
waive the ‘donation jar’ at our social meetings for the
near future – so no need to worry about chipping in
for the food or drinks, as long as the treasury is look-
ing anywhere near this good.  We’ll also continue to
have small prizes for our games, at either the busi-
ness or social meeting each month.

See you soon!
Pete
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Congratulations go out to Wayne Crowe this month
for his promotion to Ensign!

We’ve had several potential recruits in the last few
months contact us about coming by and seeing what
we’re all about. I’d like to encourage our regulars to
come by for both the Business and the Social meet-
ings to get an 

opportunity to meet some of these new folks, and to
show them what we’re truly all about.  Last year, we
staffed a toy drive table for a local charity for children
during the Nemesis premiere. We’d like to really
crank this up a notch this year by doing the toy drive
at the WalMart in Trussville, possibly on the day after
Thanksgiving (when everyone is in the buying mood!)
If you’d like to help out staffing a table, let me or Pete
know.

In fact, if there’s any event that you’d like to see the

Hephaestus get involved
with, let me or Pete
know. We’re always look-
ing for something new to
do that might expose the
club to more people, or
satisfy the needs of the
current members.

I’m also going to keep
talking about the new Starfleet Academy. If you
haven’ t taken a Stafleet Academy course in a while,
you might want to check it out.  OTS is now offered
Online! Not only that, if you’ve received a member-
ship packet recently, then you know that OTS is now
distributed freely with all membership packets. 

As if this wasn’t enough, OTS has been re-done to
be a short, multiple choice and true/false exam. No
more essays! I think this is a huge step in the right
direction, and I would encourage every Starfleet
member on the Hephaestus to take this test. In fact, I
understand that OCC is being re-written in much the
same way, which would be even better!

If you need to get in touch with me for any reason,
feel free to either call me at home at (205) 620-1302
before 10:00pm CST, or drop me an e-mail at
TrekNoid@aol.com.

Greetings,

I seem to be having problems with my email.  I
have been told by many people that they are not get-
ting stuff I have sent them.  So if you don't here back
from me please let me know so I can resend the
information.

The deadline for the next issue of the Anvil is
Tuesday, October 21st.  So if you wish to send me

something for the Anvil remember the deadline.

Please feel free to send me feedback on the Anvil
and let me know what you think.  It is the only way I
can know what you think of this publication.  I am
always trying to make the Anvil a better publication
and your comment will help me do that.

Remember send all submission and suggestions to
me at TheAnvil@charter.net.

Dennis
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All times, dates and locations are subject
to change. Please contact Pete Mohney or
any other command officer before attending
meetings if you haven’t been in touch
recently.

Date Event
October 17 Social Meeting (Mohney Home)
October 17-19 Constellation Convention (Huntsville)
October 25 Florence Renaissance Fair
October 31 Halloween Party (Mohney Home)
November 3 Buisness Meeting (Barnes & Noble)
November 8 Matrix: Revolution (tentative)
November 10 (?) Vulcan Run Water Station?
November 21 Social Meeting (Mohney Home)
December 1 Business Meeting (Barnes & Noble)
December 2 Lord Of The Rings: Return Of The King (Tentative)
December 6-7 Christmas For Kids (Wal-Mart)
December 13 Christmas Party (Mohney Home)
December 19 Social Meeting (Mohney Home) (May Be Cancelled)
January 5 Business Meeting (Barnes & Noble)
January 16 Social Meeting (Mohney Home)

Oct 01 Chris Pilman
Oct 04 Virginia Martin
Oct 01 Stephen Collins (“Willard Decker”)
Oct 15 Mark Lenard (“Sarek”)
Oct 22 Christopher Lloyd (“Capt. Kruge”)
Oct 27 Robert Picardo (“Holographic Doctor”)
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Let’s welcome Sheila Benton aboard for yet another year as
a member of the Hephaestus crew; Sheila renewed on
September 3.  Also, the Lindsay family of Mark, Pam and
Michelle have renewed for another year and a half.  Glad to
continue to have you all aboard!

Another major achievement for a crew member – Denby
Potts, who has worked on the staff of Starfleet’s Chief

Financial Officer, has been selected to take over that position.  With this enormous responsibility comes a
promotion to Commodore!  Huge congratulations to our overachiever.

Previous Balance: 370.30
Income:

Renewals 25.00
Expenses:

postage: -11.40
Food: -12.00
Printing costs -10.00

New Balance: 360.90

There is a date on the mailing label on your Anvil, which shows
your Hephaestus expiration date, when you will cease receiving your
newsletter. I will include a renewal reminder note in your last Anvil,
encouraging you to renew. You can, of course, renew whenever you
like! It will always extend your membership by a year.

The following is a list of those whose Starfleet International mem-
bership expiration dates are known (I have your Starfleet card with
your expiration date on it). 

Member Expires
Cmdr Green Roy 19940 10/28/2003
Cpo Fell David 30736 12/22/2003
Lt Fell James 25946 12/22/2003
Capt Fell Kristi 46372 12/22/2003
Radm Fell Ron 25944 12/22/2003
Comm Potts Danny 30776 2/21/2004
Ltcmdr Potts Denby 50136 2/21/2004
Cdt Potts Matthew 51599 2/21/2004
Ltcmdr Benton Sheila 45356 2/21/2004
Cdt Youngblood Haley 60473 3/8/2004
Kelly Timothy 60663 5/20/2004
Cmdr Lindsay Mark 25760 7/24/2004

Member Expires
Cdt Lindsay Michelle 31843 7/24/2004
Ltcmdr Lindsay Pamela 16555 7/24/2004
Ltcmdr Simmons Patricia 47194 7/28/2004
Ens Youngblood-Yawn Lynette 55540 8/18/2004
Capt Yawn Neil 31135 8/18/2004
Ens Crowe Wayne 56707 9/8/2004
Capt Evans Dennis 22778 9/25/2004
Cdt Mohney Katrina 54772 10/12/2004
Po2 Mohney Nicholas 28322 10/12/2004
Radm Mohney Pete 13766 10/12/2004
Capt Mohney Sue Ellen 13218 10/12/2004
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Command  Staff

Pete  Mohney,  Rear Admiral, Commanding Officer

Danny  Potts, Commodoore – First Officer

Neil  Yawn,Col - Second Officer

Executive  Committee

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain

Dennis  Evans, Captain

Denby  Potts, Commodore

Sciences

Roy  Green, Lt Col - Archaeology and Anthropology

Neil  Yawn, Col - Meteorology Specialist, SFMD

Computer  Sciences

Mark  Lindsay, Cmdr, Chief

Navigation

Vacant

Engineering

Vacant

Cadet  Training

Nicholas  Mohney, Petty Officer Third Class

Michelle  Lindsay, Junior Cadet Specialist

Matthew  Potts

Katrina  Mohney

Halley  Youngblood

Unassigned  Crew  and  Civilians

Dean  Meadows

Loma  Brown

Wayne  Crowe

David  Fell,  CPO

James  Fell, Lt. 

Kristi  Fell,  Captain

Ron  Fell,  RAdm

Operations

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain, Chief of Operations and Counselor

Denby  Potts, Commodore, Ships Stores Officer and Secretary

Pete  Mohney, Commodore, Technical Information Officer

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Stampede Coordinator, SFMD

Sue  Ellen  Mohney, Captain, Overseas Coupon Coordinator

Lynnette  Yawn, Ship's Galley Officer

Marines

Roy  Green, Lt Col

Neil  Yawn, Col, SFMD

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj

Communications

Dennis  Evans, Captain, Chief

Mark  Lindsay, Cmdr

Pat  Simmons, Lt Cmdr

Security

Roy  Green, Lt Col, Security Intelligence, Chief

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj

Medical

Neil  Yawn, Col, Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Sheila  Benton, Lt Cmdr, Vice Chief Medical Officer, SFMD

Pamela  Lindsay, Lt Cmdr, Acting Chief Medical Officer, Detatched

Nancy  O'Shields, Maj, SFMD

VTT!IFQIBFTUVT
DPNNBOE!TUSVDUVSF
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Freaky Friday
Once Upon A Time In Mexico
The Rundown
Seabiscuit
Uptown Girl
Cold Creek Manor
Finding Nemo
Matchstick Men
Open Range
SWAT
Secondhand Lions
Bad Boys
Cabin Fever
The Fighting Temptations
Pirates Of The Caribbean
Under The Tuscan Sun
Bruce Almighty
Duplex
Fredy Vs Jason
The Medallion

Underworld
Luther
Out Of Time
Lost In Translation
The School Of Rock
Anything Else
Cuckoo
Le Devorce
Thirteen
Spy Kids
Jeapers Creepers
Dickie Roberts
American Wedding
Marci X
The Order
Terminator

W
O

R
D

S
E

A
R

C
H

AT
THE

MOVIES

Find the words below in the puzzle above.  The Words run forward, backward, up and down.  Have
fun.



1. Where Does The First Major Scene Of The Film Nemesis Take
Place?
a: On Planey Earth
b: On The Planet Romulus
c: On The Planet Betazed
d: On the bride of the USS Enterprise 

2. Wesley Makes a brief appearance at the wedding reception
near the beginning.  What does Wesley say in his one scene?
a: "It was a beautiful ceremony, Counselor." 
b: "Congratulations, Commander"
c: "Thanks, Mom"
d: None Of The Above

3. How Many Times Has Guinan Been Married?
a: 23 b: 34 c: 12 d: 42

4. Lt. Commander Data sings a song at Riker And Troi's wedding
reception.  Who Wrote it?
a: Rodgers and Hammerstein
b: Cole Porter
c: Irving Berlin
d: Gilbert and Sullivan

5. Lt. Commander Worf gets drunk at the wedding.  What bever-
age die consume too much of?
a: Kentucky Bourbon b: Romulan Ale
c: an unnamed green liquid d: tequila

6: Captain Jean Luc Picard is given urgent orders that force the
ENTERPRISE crew to set a course for Romulus.  The Ship was
originally on its way to an entirely different planet.  Which one?
a: Bajor b: Cardassia Prime   c: Risa    d: Betazed

7. Picard leads and away team, mainly because he is anxious to
test-drive a new all-terrain vehicle.  What was it called?
a: the ODYSSEUS  b: the HERACLES
c: the ARGO d: the Hephaestus

8. A regular character from one of the "Star Trek" television series
(other than "The Next Generation") appears in this film.  In which
series would one find this character.
a: Star Trek: Deep Space Nine b: Star Trek
c: Star Trek: Voyager d: Enterprise

9. Picard, Worf, and Data discover scattered parts of an android
that looks exactly like Data. It later identifies itself as "B-4." True
or False: This android was, in fact, constructed by Dr. Noonien
Soong, the same man who created Data.
a: True b: False

10. The ENTERPRISE suffers an astonishing amount of damage
during its protracted battle with the SCIMITAR, warship of Praetor
Shinzon (Tom Hardy). In fact, a notable item from the ship's
bridge no longer exists by the end of the battle. What is it?
a: the Captains Chair b: the viewscreen
c: the helmsman's station d: the dedication plaque

11. True or False: Deanna Troi says "imzadi," the Betazoid word
for "beloved" or "soulmate," in the film.
a: True b: False

12. As often happens in a fictional universe as broad and estab-
lished as "Star Trek," there exists, in "Nemesis," an error in conti-
nuity -- in other words, something in the film does not match what
we've seen in the previous "canon" established by "The Next
Generation" and the other series and movies. What's the prob-
lem?
a: Data Smiles several times, but his "emotions chip" was
destroyed in an earlier film.
b: Worf is supposed to be stationed on Deep Space Nine, not the
Enterprise.
c: We see a photo of Picard as being bald as a young man, but
he actually had hair at that age.
d: Romulus abandoned the "senatorial" political structure years
ago, as shonwn on "Star Trek: Deep Space Nine.

13. While in the stellar cartography lab, Picard uses a famous
quote that Data does not immediately recognize. To what work of
literature has Picard referred?
a: "Hamlet," by William Shakespear
b: the bible
c: "The Prince and the Pauper," by Mark Twain
d: "Frankenstein," by Mary Wollstonecraft Shelly

14. Just before Data leaps into the vacuum of space to cover the
distance between the ENTERPRISE and the SCIMITAR, he
shares a knowing look with Geordi that makes it clear that Data
is pretty sure that he's never going to see his best friend again.
What does Data say, just before Geordi deactivates the force
field and allows Data to engage in some amazing extra-vehicular
activity?
a: nothing
b: "B-4 is not my brother. Lore was not my brother.  You are.
Please remember that."
c: "Good-bye"
d: "Feed Spot for me."

15. At the end of the film, Will Riker is finally, *finally* leaving the
ENTERPRISE to become the captain of his own starship. (Only
took you fifteen years, Will!) What is its name?
a: the USS Phobos b: the USS Ganymede
c: the USS Titan d: the Uss Europa

Answers on page 8
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TRIVIA ANSWERS
1. b  2. d  3. a  4. c  5. b  6. d  7. c  8. c  9. a  10. b  11 b  12. c  13. b  14. a  15. c  
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EENNTTEERRPPIIRRSSEE

AAiirr  DDaattee PPrr  ## EEppiissooddee  TTiittllee

10/08/03 157 Impulse 

10/15/03 158 Exile 

10/22/03 159 The Shipment 

11/05/03 160 Twilight 

11/12/03 161 North Star

11/19/03 162 Similitude 

Impulse

Written By: Jonathan Fernandez (teleplay);
Jonathan Fernandez and Terry Matalas (story) 
Directed By: David Livingston
Guest Cast:
Sean McGowan as Corporal Hawkins 

Notes:

8/22/03: PsiPhi has revealed the first information
about ENTERPRISE’s fifth episode this upcoming
season: “Impulse.” 

According to a brief plot synopsis available on the
site, the Enterprise responds to a distress call from a
Vulcan ship inside the Expanse. When they arrive
and board the vessel, however, they make a startling
discovery: “insane zombie-like Vulcans” attack the
boarding party. 

“Impulse” is the first ENTERPRISE script by
Jonathan Fernandez, from a story by Fernandez and
Terry Matalas, an ENTERPRISE production associ-
ate of several years. Jonathan Fernandez in a new
story editor on the show for season three. The
episode was directed by veteran David Livingston.

Exile

Written By: Phyllis Strong 
Directed By: Roxann Dawson

Guest Cast:
Maury Sterling as Tarquin 

Notes:

8/30/03: “A powerful telepath makes contact with
Hoshi and offers to help Enterprise find the Xindi ...
for a price.” 

The Shipment

Written By: Chris Black and Brent V. Friedman 
Directed By: David Straiton
Guest Cast:
Jack Alsted as Sloth #2 
John Cothran Jr. as Gralik 
Steven Culp as Major Hayes 
John Eddins as Xindi Reptilian 
Randy Oglesby as Degra 
Sam Witwer as Sloth #3 

Notes: 

9/14/03:The official STAR TREK web site has posted
its production report for the seventh episode of the
year, formerly known only as “Xindi-Sloth” and now
titled “The Shipment.” In the episode, Archer finds a
weapons facility run by Xindi-Sloth that is manufac-
turing vital components for the Xindi superweapon. 
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Actor John Cothran Jr. will play ‘Gralik’, the Sloth run-
ning the facility. Cothran has appeared in TNG and
DS9 episodes “The Chase” and “Crossover.”
Additional guest roles for this seventh episode
include Steven Culp as ‘Major Hayes’ and Randy
Oglesby as the Xindi-Humanoid ‘Degra’ (seen in “The
Xindi”). 

“The sets created for these scenes included Gralik’s
Home, an Alien Forest and Cave, and several interior
and exterior portions of the Xindi Complex,” reports
the official site. Additional photogaphy included “the
entire principal cast for other scenes on standing ship
sets, including the Command Center, the Bridge and
Shuttlepod One.” 

“The Shipment” was directed by David Straiton
(“Anomaly”) from a script by Chris Black and Brent V.
Friedman. The episode is slated to air October 22nd
on UPN. 

For the full article, including photos from the set, visit
this page and for more on “The Shipment” check out
TrekWeb’s mission log below. 

8/22/03: Sources have revealed the first information
about the seventh episode of ENTERPRISE’s third
season, centering around one of the five subspecies
of Xindi, the Xindi-Sloth. Presently titled simply,
“Xindi-Sloth,” the episode has Archer and crew
embarking on a mission to destroy a Xindi-Sloth
weapons facility before it can manufacture another
generation weapon to be used against Earth. 

When Archer meets the Sloth leader of the facility, an

entity named ‘Gralik’, he is told that the Sloth are
forced to create the weapon by other Xindi sub-
species, including a particular Xindi-Humanoid. Gralik
tells Archer that a sixth subspecies—Xindi-Avians—
were wiped out in a war with Reptilians and
Insectoids that resulted in the destruction of the
Xindi’s homeworld. 

Although Archer feels sympathy for the position of
Gralik, he has no choice but to destroy the facility
before it can manufacture another weapon. But even
as he and the Enterprise MACO’s prepare to launch
their strike, a Xindi-Reptilian and Humanoid show up
to rain on the party... 

Twilight

Notes: 

9/4/03: STAR TREK has a long tradition of episodes
that play with the established setup, shaking things
up with bizzarre “what if” scenarios. ENTERPRISE
will put ‘Captain Archer’ in just such a situation in
episode eight, “Twilight.” 

The episode opens with Archer awakening six
months into the NX-01’s future. He’s being held in his
quarters with orders not to leave. But when the ship
is rocked by weapons fire, Archer escapes and
makes it to the bridge where he finds ‘T’Pol’ in com-
mand of a damaged bridge...

Starfleet, we have a problem
By Brian Bellmont
SPECIAL TO MSNBC.COM

Sept. 24 — Red alert! “Star Trek” is under
attack, and the damage report is far from
promising. Is it time to put the Starship
Enterprise into dry-dock for good, or is there
still some speed left in those warp engines
after all?

OVER THE YEARS, the TV universe has become a

far more crowded place, and “Trek” isn’t the only
smart, entertaining sci-fi series on the air anymore.
Yes, “Babylon 5,” “Roswell,” “Farscape” and “Stargate
SG-1” owe much of their success to the trail that
Trek blazed, but, even as they pay homage, they’re
eroding the cult of Star Trek with their very exis-
tence. 

Increased competition for audience share-of-mind
notwithstanding, Trek’s latest incarnation,
“Enterprise,” is up against an unprecedented number
of disgruntled fans. 

Much of the venom — including an online petition
to have him replaced — has been directed at long-
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time Trek executive producer Rick Berman, who
picked up the mantle from creator Gene Roddenberry
and has guided every series and movie from “The
Next Generation” forward.

And it’s not just fans who think Trek is in trouble:
In July, video game manufacturer Activision filed suit
against media giant Viacom, claiming that the com-
pany let its Trek franchise “stagnate and decay.”
Viacom disputed the claims, but the charges struck a
collective chord with fans. Trek, they say, is off track.

FROM KIRK TO ARCHER

All this fervor from relatively modest beginnings:
“Star Trek,” the original series that ran from 1966 to
1969 and eventually spawned a kajillion-dollar indus-
try - and launched TV sequels, movies, and a bar-
rage of merchandise, from books to action figures,
toy phasers to lunch boxes - started as a low-budget
hour that lasted only 80 episodes.

In the original “Trek,” brash and dashing Captain
James T. Kirk, logical Vulcan Mr. Spock, and crotchety
Doctor “Bones” McCoy led a crew of intrepid explor-
ers across the galaxy, encountering new species and
- in Kirk’s case - making out with them. The show
was able to deal with controversial issues such as
war, racism and drugs by dressing the turbulent top-
ics up in alien costumes - and confusing network
censors.

Post-cancellation, Trek gained momentum, and
“Star Trek: The Next Generation” followed in 1987,
some 18 years after the first series transported off
the air.

After a shaky start, “TNG” reinvigorated the fran-
chise, launched four flicks (so far), and firmly
entrenched characters like gabby Captain Jean-Luc
Picard, Klingon-with-a-heart-of-gold Lt. Worf, android
Lt. Commander Data, and empathic Counselor
Deanna Troi into the pop culture pantheon.

A spate of movies featuring the original Enterprise
crew followed, then another stab at Trek TV.
Launched in 1993 and commanded by Trek’s first
captain of color, “Star Trek: Deep Space Nine” was
the brooding tale of a Federation space station
parked at the edge of a wormhole, an outer space
express lane to the far reaches of the universe. 

Early episodes of “DS9” may have been fundamen-

tally flawed because the show’s premise forced sto-
ries to come to the stark and industrial space station,
rather than following the Trek tradition of exploring
new worlds. In the third season, though, the show
added a high-tech warship called the Defiant to the
mix, and the franchise resumed its proactive pursuit
of new worlds, characters and plots.

The next series, “Star Trek: Voyager,” about a
crew’s journey to find its way home from the deepest
recesses of space, introduced Trek’s first female cap-
tain. It took seven years, but the U.S.S. Voyager
finally asked directions and made it back to Earth,
although not before it began to show signs that the
franchise was running out of creative gas.

And now, “Enterprise,” a prequel that follows the
crew of the Starship Enterprise as they explore papi-
er mache worlds and seek out new, mostly human-
looking civilizations - for the very first time. 

UPN made a lot of hoopla over the tweaks produc-
ers made to the show’s third season: bigger crises,
higher stakes, tighter costumes. But will they be
enough to enthrall a new generation of Trekkers -
and, more importantly, the millions of people who
don’t know a Tribble from a transporter?

SURVIVAL TIPS

“We don’t have the luxury of being safe or cautious
anymore,” growls Scott Bakula’s Captain Archer in the
new season’s opening minutes. That might very well
be the series’ clarion call as well.

The rework of “Enterprise” is a giant leap forward
toward fending off the most hideous villain the Trek
franchise has ever faced: irrelevance. But to succeed,
the Enterprise needs an even more intensive tune-
up. Life signs are faint, but with a little ingenuity,
producers can repair Roddenberry’s baby before it
gets sucked into the black hole of audience apathy.

Turn the action up to 11: Trek fans may stay for
the thinly veiled commentary on society, but they
come for the sci-fi action. The talky, preachy “Deep
Space Nine” worked best when intergalactic war
broke out and Lt. Worf, the angry Klingon, was
brought in to rejuvenate the fourth season. Kick
some alien butt already! The “new” “Enterprise” has
already upped the action (with the addition of a new
military assault command) and sex (with a steamy,
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topless Vulcan massage session), but there’s more
work to be done.

Give viewers new characters to care about:
Every Trek had its standout characters, and they all
seem to be variations on the “fish out of water”
theme. Besides the classic “I’ll never understand you
illogical humans” bemusement of Mr. Spock, the
biggest breakouts so far have been Data and Worf
on “TNG” (and, to a lesser extent, the holographic
Doctor and Borg babe Seven of Nine on “Voyager”).
All were trying to get by in a world that’s unfamiliar
and difficult to navigate. That’s speaking to the inner
nerd in all of us. Keep ‘em coming.

New villains: Not every alien race can possibly
look exactly like a human with blue paint and a ridge
above their nose. Let loose the computer-generated
baddies, guys! The rework of “Enterprise” has indeed
added a few CG characters (most notably the insect-
like Xindi), but there’s room for a bunch more in the
Trek universe.

Laugh it up: The best-received movie of the fran-
chise has been “Star Trek IV: The Voyage Home,”
where Kirk and crew cracked wise and in return
gained legions of new fans. (Who can forget Chekov
looking for his “nuclear wessels”?) Sure, there’s a
place for dark, brooding characters and plots in a
Trek TV series, but today’s audiences, weaned on
genre-crossing fare like “Buffy the Vampire Slayer”
and “Angel,” expect a blend of compelling storylines
and heartfelt drama lightened by clever, character-
driven humor.

Beam somebody up, Scotty: Speaking of Kirk
and company, a visit from time-traveling William
Shatner would do wonders to cement the new series
as a successor worthy of carrying on the Trek name.
Each of the other series saw plenty of crossover
action. DeForest Kelley’s Dr. McCoy, now a retired
admiral, showed up for “The Next Generation’s”
maiden voyage. And Armin Shimerman, “DS9’s”
gruff-but-lovable Ferengi Quark, paid a visit to
“Voyager.” Through the magic of special effects, the
“Deep Space Nine” crew even popped in on an actual
episode of the original series. When will one of the
old favorites beam onto this Enterprise?

Give up control. Hand over a movie to an estab-
lished director who can bring new fans to the fran-

chise. Geeks and non-geeks alike would sell their
own mothers to see what David Fincher, Joss
Whedon, Christopher Nolan or Stephen Spielberg
would do with the keys to the Enterprise. And how
about asking Stephen King or William Gibson to pen
a TV script, as both did with “The X-Files”?

Get a catchphrase. “Beam me up, Scotty,” “He’s
dead, Jim,” “Resistance is futile,” and “Make it so”
have all made their way into non-Trek conversations.
Let’s hear some new verbal gems. Of course, some
catchphrases are assimilated into the lexicon more
quickly than others. So while “I canna change the
laws of physics!” made it, others may never catch on.
(Just a tip: Potential bon mots like “Boy, am I hun-
gry. Space hungry!” “Whatchyou talkin’ ‘bout,
Subcommander T’Pol?” or “Dude, where’s my space-
ship?” probably don’t stand a chance.)

Don’t be stingy with the new technology. Let’s
see some new inventions people can chat about
around the water cooler. Trek has introduced plenty
of cool new gadgets and gizmos over the years:
Cloaking devices, holodecks, doors that open with a
sssshhhhh sound. More, please.

Turn the Trek universe on its pointy ear.
Finally, do something — anything — to get back on
the general public’s radar screen. Reinvent the fran-
chise. Sign a big star to lead the next TV series.
Wake up and smell the dilithium crystals: It’s been
years since “Saturday Night Live” and its ilk have
bothered to parody “Star Trek” and its once-obses-
sive fans. The fact that nobody even makes fun of it
anymore is a clear indicator that the franchise’s
image needs a boost.

Is there hope to save Star Trek? The sooner pro-
ducers boldly go where successful action shows have
gone before, the less likely “Enterprise” will fizzle —
ensuring that the Trek franchise will, to quote a
beloved Trek character, live long and prosper.

Set a course, Mr. Berman. Warp factor nine.
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Sussman Pens Mind-Bending ‘Archer’ Episode

The official STAR TREK web site has posted its pro-
duction report from episode eight of STAR TREK:
ENTERPRISE’s third season, “Twilight.” 

According to the site, in the episode penned by co-
producer Mike Sussman (“Future Tense,” “Anomaly”),
‘Captain Archer’ is infected with parasites when he is
hit by an Expanse spatial distortion. The blow ren-
ders the captain unable to form long-term memories
and he subsequently awakes every day thinking the
accident has just occurred. The episode picks up as
Archer awakes in various future and distant future
(12 years) situations. 

In these scenarios, Xindi-Reptilians battle with
Enterprise crewmembers and Archer himself, and in

one segment he wakes up on a strange planet and
‘T’Pol’ informs him of the “devastating” previous
twelve years. Along with several stunt doubles, an
aged Porthos will appear in one scene, and the ship
had to be weathered for some of the future
glimpses. 

Guesting in the episode will be Gary Graham as
‘Soval’ in a viewscreen segment and a future conver-
sation with T’Pol, as well as Brett Rickaby as an alien
named ‘Yedrin Koss’. 

Robert Duncan McNeill directed the installment,
which is slated for a November 5th debut. UPN will
broadcast an undetermined rerun episode on October
29th.

Temporal Cold War Not Forgotten 

Speaking in a brief piece published today at TV
Guide, producers Rick Berman and Brannon Braga let
loose about upcoming plot twists in the
ENTERPRISE’s season three arc. 

”In an alternate future, the Xindi have reduced
Earth to a cinder,” explains Berman. “It’s one of these
wonderful stories where something has to be correct-
ed in the future to right things in the present.” 

Braga goes on, saying the temporal cold war arc
from the first two seasons will most certainly tie into
the new Xindi storyline. 

”We have some major revelations,” Braga teases,
“coming up later in the season about our future guy
and the Xindi’s future guy, because they have one,
too. Whether or not we will reveal their identities, we
haven’t gotten that far yet.” 

The magazine, in its “Returning Favorites” issue
now on newsstands, also says that the debut of the
WB’s popular SMALLVILLE, which premieres October
1st opposite the STAR TREK prequel, could spell rat-
ings disaster for the space series. For more, check
out this page or pick up the latest issue of TVG.

November Sweeps Into 21st Century,
Plus Shatner Under Discussion

ENTERPRISE producer Rick Berman talks in the lat-
est issue of STAR TREK Monthly, now available in the
United Kingdom, about the show’s new foe and the
Holiday spectacular already in the works. 

“We’ve got a story in development now that will, in
what I think is quite an intriguing way; bring some of
our characters into the 21st Century, better known as
our present,” Berman reveals in excerpts available at
Sci-Fi Pulse. “The story will also bring some rather
dangerous Xindi here as well. This is an episode that

will appear during the November sweeps and we’re
very excited about it.” 

The exec also reflects on the on-going rumors of
getting William Shatner to guest on the show. 

“It’s something that I would love to see happen,”
he says. “Obviously, it has to be the right role and
the right situation. I would never think of just asking
Bill to play a role that exists in some episode. It
would have to be something very special and some-
thing that was created specifically for him. It’s some-
thing that we are definitely in the process of talking
about.” 
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Berman also says that he hopes to make the Xindi
every bit as successful as the Borg in previous series,
even though the two foes are vastly different. 

“I don’t know if that’s a fair analogy,” he says about
the direct comparison. “The Xindi are our multi -
species group, and they’re involved in a very complex

mystery that’s going to have a lot of intrigue and
action and time travel involved. They’re very multi
faceted because there are five separate species, and
those species, as we get to know them, won’t be in
accord on many things.”

‘Trip’ Needs Help from His Younger Self in
“Similitude”

The NX-01 will become
enmeshed in a mass in space
in the tenth episode of STAR
TREK ENTERPRISE’s third
season, “Similitude,” accord-
ing to information provided
TrekWeb. As the ENTER-
PRISE wrestles in place for a
week, ‘Trip Tucker’ falls ill
and becomes incapacitated in

Sickbay. 

The episode calls for 4, 8, and 17-year old simu-
lacrums of Trip to populate the story, with a key to

the engineer’s survival. The 8-year old befriends
‘Captain Archer’ and visits him in his quarters, where
the captain shows him a chest full of old keepsakes,
including the model starship he flew in “Broken Bow”
as a boy. 

‘Sim-Trip’ is fascinated with the toy and Archer lets
him play with it in the cargo bay after showing off
some of the engineering skills he’ll eventually have
as an adult by fixing the toy’s motor. The boy slowly
gets the feeling that some of his memories aren’t
really his own and Archer takes him to see the sick-
ened Trip in Sickbay. 

Sim-Trip strangely recognizes himself in the man he
sees lying ill and Archer tells him that his friend’s sur-
vival could depend on him.

Backlot Photo Reveals Glimpse of Western
“North Star”

An observant STAR TREK
fan touring the Universal
Studios backlot in
Hollywood over the week-
end snapped this photo of
an ENTERPRISE shuttle-
pod amidst the landscape
of a western town,

according to SyFy Portal. In “North Star,” the crew
finds a human settlement that descends from a
wagon train abducted in 1857 and brought into the
Expanse. 

The keen photographer, Mark Briody, told the web
site that the Universal tour guide confirmed privately
that indeed ENTERPRISE has been using the studio’s
backlot. 

“I asked her quietly afterwards and she confirmed
unofficially that it was an ENTERPRISE episode. She
turned out to be a fan, too.”
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